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September 2019

Short
Stops

Take good risks

Encourage your tween to
try an activity that appeals
to her, even if she’s a little nervous.
Maybe she wants to join the crosscountry team but hasn’t run longer distances. Or perhaps she’s interested in
the improv club but is hesitant about
public speaking. Stepping out of her
comfort zone will stretch her abilities
and build confidence.

Agree to disagree

If your usually agreeable child starts
poking holes in your opinions, that’s a
sign his reasoning skills are developing. Try not to take it personally, and
ask him to share his views respectfully. He’ll learn that it’s okay to disagree, as long as he’s polite about it.
Puzzle me this

Crossword puzzles boost your tween’s
vocabulary. Have her print free puzzles she finds online or get crossword
books from a dollar store. Or she and
her friends could make crosswords
for each other on graph paper or with
a website like puzzlemaker.discovery
education.com.
Worth quoting

“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.” Walt Disney
Just for fun
Q: Why did the bird build a nest on
the car?
A:

She knew
they would be
moving
soon!

New Rochelle

A good attitude =
more learning
Starting the year with a positive attitude about school goes a long way
toward a student’s success. Inspire
your tween to develop a winning
outlook with these strategies.
Look for positives

Your middle grader can
find something interesting
about every class. Suggest that
he start a list of fun facts, one
from each class every week.
After a biology lesson on genetics, he might write, “I had a 50
percent chance of having blue eyes since
Mom’s are brown and Dad’s are blue.”
Encourage him to share his discoveries
with you.
Celebrate achievements

Tell your tween to congratulate himself on a job well done. Maybe he earned
a higher score on this week’s vocabulary
quiz than he did on last week’s. Or perhaps he picked a topic for his history
paper, even though he was tempted to

put off getting started. Saying “I did it!”
will make him feel good about himself
and motivated to keep working hard.
Seek help

Successful students know how to
get help when they face challenges.
For example, your child could post
a schedule of teachers’ office hours or
homework-help sessions in his locker.
Then if he’s struggling, he can sign up
for a slot. Having a plan in place will
help him stay upbeat.

Fall family fun
Strong parent-tween relationships
help kids resist risky behaviors and
make family life more enjoyable. Try
these ideas.
■ Outings.

Ask your child to find outings that sound fun, such as a fall festival
or a paint night. For ideas, she could
look in the newspaper or check library
and community center websites. Tip:
Suggest that she ask classmates where
their families like to go on weekends.
■ Projects. Let your middle grader plan family projects. Perhaps she’ll suggest a

garage sale. Work together to gather books, housewares, and toys you don’t need anymore. She can help to advertise the sale, price items, and greet customers.
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Wanted: Involved
parents
What does parent involvement look
like in middle school? While you probably won’t be volunteering in your child’s
classroom, she still wants your support
(even if she doesn’t act like she does).
Consider these tips for being a partner
in her education.

Getting started
with community
service

Q

&

A

■

Q My son is required to complete
community service hours this year, but he
can’t decide what to do. How can I help him?

At school.

Make it a priority to attend school
events like curriculum
nights and school plays.
Also, look for ways to
help that are related to
your tween’s activities.
If she plays in the band,
you could volunteer to
set up for a concert. If
she belongs to a book
club, you might offer to
shelve library books and
talk to her afterward about
books you noticed. Or if she’s an athlete, maybe you’ll work at
the concession stand during sporting events.
At home.

Offer to quiz your middle grader on material she’s
studying or to look over a paper she’s working on. To stay in
the loop about what’s happening in school, read the website
regularly and sign up for email or text alerts. Mention the
announcements to your child so she knows you’re interested
in her school.

Everyday engineering
From shoes and clothing to appliances
and electronics, just about every product your tween uses
was designed by engineers. Help him discover how engineering affects his daily life with this activity.
A Doing community service will let your
■

son help others and gain work experience.
The main office or his school counselor
may have a list of places where he can volunteer. He could also ask friends, relatives,
and neighbors for ideas.
Then, suggest that he choose a job that
matches his interests—he’ll get more out
of it that way. For example, he might participate in a beach cleanup if he’s concerned about the environment. Or if he
likes working with younger children, he
may play games or read with little ones
at a homeless shelter while their parents
attend job training.
Finally, encourage him to keep track
of his work, including names of supervisors, so he’ll receive credit—and even
have references for a job someday.
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1. Encourage your child to consider the engineering involved
in his favorite products. Maybe his running shoes absorb
impact, the smoothie maker purees big chunks of fruit, or
his jacket repels rain.
2. Now let him pick a product to redesign. He could decide to add another layer
of foam to his shoes. First, he should run a block and rate his comfort on a scale
of 1–10. Then, he can add foam, run another block, and rate his comfort again.
What happens if he adds even more foam? How much might be too much?

Parent The “elevator speech”
to
30 seconds or less—about the time it
When I was looking
Parent for a job, I discovered an would take to ride from the ground to
interesting technique for “selling” yourself in an interview: the “elevator
speech.” I shared the
idea with my daughter
Susan, thinking she
could use it to write
summaries or make
points during class
discussions.
I told Susan to pretend she
was going to ride an elevator
with me and summarize
the novel she’s reading in

the top floor of a building.
Susan jotted down what she wanted
to say. At first, it took her
almost 3 minutes to read
it. But she kept trimming her summary
until it was about 30
seconds long.
Then, she read it
aloud to me. She got to
the point quickly, and
now she plans to try
the strategy in class.

Isaac E. Young Middle School
October 2019

Short
Stops

Making an entrance

Teach your child to enter
a room confidently. Have
him practice walking into the kitchen
or living room with his back straight
and head high, then greeting you
while looking you in the eye. He’ll
make a good impression on others
and feel more self-confident.

Count on counselors

Remind your middle grader that her
school counselor is there to help her
in all kinds of ways. She might ask
the counselor about opportunities
that match her interests, such as an
engineering competition or a writing
workshop. Her counselor can also listen if your tween needs help with
issues like stress or relationships.
Proofing around town

Here’s an easy way to show your child
why proofreading is important. Together, look for signs on highways or
buildings that contain punctuation
or spelling errors or confusing wording. Examples: “Sport’s Store.” “Tables
for eating customers only.” Who can
find the funniest example—and then
tell how to fix it?
Worth quoting

“We will be known by the tracks we
leave behind.” Dakotan proverb
Just for fun
Q:

I have a neck
but no head, and I
wear a cap. What
am I?

A:

A bottle.
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Brain-friendly studying
Active study strategies like drawing,
moving around, and teaching information to others help to cement
material in your tween’s brain.
They also make studying more
fun! Share these techniques.
Make a meme

Encourage your middle grader
to create memes inspired by topics she’s studying. For Newton’s
laws of motion, she could draw
herself as a soccer goalie blocking a
shot. This shows that an object in
motion (the ball) stops when a force
(the goalie) acts upon it. Her caption?
“Thanks for the win, Newton!”
Get moving

Combine fitness with studying. Have
your tween list six movements, such as
lunges, burpees, and toe touches, and
number them 1–6. As she finishes studying each page or section, she can roll a
die and review out loud while doing the
matching exercises (describe the three
branches of government as she does
three lunges).

Record a podcast

If your child can teach a concept to
someone else, that means she really
understands it. Suggest that she record a
podcast explaining an algebraic formula
and share it with a classmate, for example.
Idea: She and her friends might make
a group podcast interviewing each
other about a historical event or
science lab.

A successful juggling act
Middle graders juggle classes, responsibilities at home, and activities. Help your
tween keep all those balls in the air with
this system.
Sort tasks.

Each week, have your child
create a three-column chart for School,
Activities, and Home. Then, he could list
obligations: “French essay due Thursday”
under School, “Get supplies for cross-country car wash Saturday” under Activities, and “Do laundry” under Home.

Use time wisely.

Your tween can choose tasks to match his pockets of time.
For instance, if you say you’ll take him to buy car-wash supplies in 10 minutes,
he might sort his laundry in that small time slot. Then, maybe he’ll start on his
essay when he gets home and has an hour before dinner.
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Effective expectations

season, but he can
switch activities next
semester if he still feels
the same way.

Setting a high achievement bar for your middle
schooler will inspire him to leap high. Follow
these steps to put realistic expectations in place.

3. Handle setbacks.

1. Decide what’s doable.

Perhaps your child
got a C in English last year. Rather than expecting him to earn an A this year, tell him you
expect him to bring up his grade.

2. Focus on what matters.

Keep communication clear by saying exactly what you
mean. If your middle grader wants to quit the
debate team, you might say, “I expect you to
stick to your commitments” rather than “You have to do
debate.” That means he’ll need to finish the competition

Part of meeting expectations involves making
adjustments. Let your
tween know not to be
discouraged by one low
grade or one challenging
debate. Have him ask his
teacher how a low score
will affect his average,
then make a plan to raise it. Or he could plan to spend extra
time practicing for his next debate.

Are we there yet?
Arizona, Missouri, Louisiana…does
your child know where each state is
located? Help her explore geography by
playing this game.
Materials: large U.S. map, paper,
pencil, scissors, hat, game tokens, die

Q

&

A

The importance of integrity
Q I’ve heard that some students cheat on
■

tests by looking up answers on their phones.
How can I keep my daughter from doing
something like this?

■

Ask your middle grader to list all the
states’ names on a sheet of paper (she can
refer to the map) and cut them apart to
make 50 slips. Put the slips in a hat, and
let each family member pick one.
Place the U.S. map on the floor, and
have each person put a token on the
state you live in. Then, take turns rolling
a die and moving that number of
states—with the goal of reaching the
state she drew. The first player to land
on her state wins.
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A Tweens may not consider “e-cheating”
to be as serious as copying from a classmate’s
paper. Explain to your daughter that any type of
cheating is wrong and that you consider honesty more important than high grades.
Role-play what to say if a classmate asks her to cheat, perhaps by texting answers.
For instance, she could say, “I like to do my own thing” or simply “No thanks.” She’ll
feel good about doing what’s right.
Also, remind her to obey school rules for technology use like leaving her phone at
home or in her locker. This will help her avoid the temptation to cheat and make it easier to resist pressure from others.

Parent On the move
to
my son Rory
a
P rent wasWhen
younger, he’d spend
hours playing outside with his friends.
Now that he’s older, he and his buddies
would rather play video games.
At his annual checkup,
I asked the pediatrician
how much exercise
Rory needs. The
doctor said
children—and
adults—should be
active at least an
hour a day. He suggested that when Rory
has a friend over, I

encourage them to do something active.
And he recommended that we stay active
as a family, maybe by going for walks or
bike rides.
Rory must have been paying attention
to the doctor, because
he recently invited
some friends to go
Rollerblading. And
this Sunday after
dinner, we’re going
to ride our bikes
around the neighborhood. I’m looking forward to being
more active, too!

Isaac E. Young Middle School
November 2019

Short
Stops

Asking about school

It may take a little creativity to get your tween talking about school. Instead of asking
“How was school?” try “What made
you laugh today?” or “What was the
most interesting thing a teacher said?”
Idea: Share something about your
day first. Your child may be more
likely to open up.

Eat your fruits and veggies

Encourage your middle grader to get
more fruits and vegetables with her
cafeteria lunch. She might add salad
bar veggies like lettuce and tomato to
her burger or chicken sandwich. And
for a healthy dessert, she could dip
fresh fruit like apple slices or pineapple chunks into yogurt.

?

Checking your tween’s
grades online helps you
know how he’s doing. However, it’s
important to keep in mind that grades
aren’t always updated every day. If
you notice a low grade or a missing
assignment, ask your child about it.
He might have a reasonable explanation, or it’s possible his teacher hasn’t
entered everything yet.
DID YOU
KNOW

Worth quoting

New Rochelle

Tweens: A shifting
relationship
Watching your child grow into
an adolescent can be fun. You get
a peek at his future adult self as
his interests, opinions, and
sense of humor develop. It
may also be confusing, though,
as he becomes more independent. Try these strategies for
maintaining a strong relationship.
Allow some space

Does your tween prefer to hang
out with friends rather than with you?
Does he often hole up in his room?
Those behaviors are normal. Stay connected by making some family activities,
such as weekend outings or dinners, nonnegotiable. Also, be sure to spend time
chatting with him each day. He’ll find it
comforting to know you’re there.
Find the positives

When your middle grader is moody,
think about what you enjoy about him,
such as his sense of humor or his compassion for animals. Try framing his

Just for fun
Q:

■■Focus on her actions.

What gets sharper
the more you
use it?

A: Your
brain.

© 2019 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

Avoid comparisons

Focus on who your child is instead
of comparing him to yourself at his age
or to other tweens. Perhaps you played
sports in middle school but he wants to
build robots and join the environment
club. Show interest in his activities, and
ask questions to learn more about them.
(“What can your robot do?” “How was
the watershed cleanup?”)

Effort = results
The better your middle grader understands that hard work contributes to
success, the more likely she is to put
in effort. Help her see the connection
with these suggestions.

“Remember that happiness is a way of
travel, not a destination.”
Roy M. Goodman

negative behaviors as positives. For
instance, his ability to argue could be
seen as a knack for debate. Or his insistence on doing things his way shows he’s
thinking for himself.

Rather than
saying what a great writer your child is,
you might point out that all the time she
spent editing her essay made it better. She’ll learn
that she has control over the results she gets.
■■Encourage persistence. When your tween faces a setback, recommend that
she make adjustments rather than give up. Say she receives a lower-than-expected
score on a civics quiz. She could set aside more time to study for the next quiz.
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Hooked on a book

Read about authors.

If your middle
grader likes particular books, she
could visit authors’ websites to learn
more about them. She might search
the internet to find interviews with
the authors and reviews of their
other books—and discover something new to read.

Reading for pleasure will build your tween’s
background knowledge and vocabulary. Inspire
her to read more with these ideas.
Make reading a priority. When your family sits
around in the evening, have each person read
silently instead of watching TV. Visit the library
regularly so you always have books in your home.
Talk to your child about what you’re reading, and
ask about her book.

Q

Think first

&

Q My son sometimes makes
■
A decisions
without thinking them

through. How can I teach him not to make
impulsive decisions?

■

A Your tween’s brain is still developing—
especially the part of it that controls decision making.
Let him know that to make good
choices, he needs to consider the facts.
For example, maybe he needs to pick
partners for a group project. His first
instinct may be to work with his best
friend. But encourage him to think
about who has good work habits and
won’t leave him doing all the work.
Also, give him experience making
everyday decisions like picking out gifts
for relatives or choosing the film for family movie night. For instance, rather than
picking the first gift that looks cool, he
should consider your family’s budget and
each relative’s interest.
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Take material along. Reading a
few minutes here and there adds
up. Your teen could plan ahead by
packing a book everywhere she
goes! That way, she can read on
the subway, in the dentist’s office, or
while waiting for her ride home. Suggest that she grab a magazine for her purse,
keep a novel in her backpack, or download an e-book so she
always has something to read.
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Parent Empathy can prevent bullying
to
When she mentioned that a classmate’s
My sister’s son was
Parent being
parent was sick, I encouraged her to call
bullied in school.
Thankfully, she worked with the counselor and the situation was resolved—and
my sister learned something interesting
that she shared with me.
The counselor told my sister that
empathy is an antidote to bullying. He said when kids really
understand and care about
how others feel, they’re
far less likely to bully.
That got me thinking
about ways I could
approach the subject
with my daughter Dara.

the girl regularly and perhaps even send
a card or cookies.
I also try to show empathy for Dara if
she’s upset about something, rather than
saying, “You’ll be fine.” When a boy she
liked didn’t feel the same way
about her, I related a similar
experience I had in middle
school.
I’m hopeful that our
focus on empathy will
help Dara be kind toward
others and never participate in bullying.

